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age they had four or five crops—rice, millet, soy beans,
and wheat or barley, and they are said to get nearly twice
as much wheat per acre to-day as the American farmer:
for they return to the soil what they take from it, and hoe
it with amazing zest.
The lands belonged to the overlord, but all got their
share of the produce, and their toil was alleviated by great
festivals of merry-making—sometimes developing into
orgies. These are intimately related to the religious and
sex-concepts of the people.
In the plains of Old China two moments are clearly marked.
The dimate is continental and the alternating rhythm of the seasons
has an arresting character. Both short-lived, coming between the
hard dry cold of winter and the warm summer damp, the spring
and autumn, with their gentle rains and their changing sky, are like
two wonderful moments. Nature, at one breath, begins or ceases
to live. A sudden blossoming and a quick fall of the leaf, the return
and departure in a body of migratory birds, the rapid swarming and
disappearance of insects, which one by one herald in the fields the
pathetic awakening of life or its untoward ending, make a kind of
dramatic framework for the changes which the Chinese peasants
impose upon themselves after the likeness of their own sky. Thus
at one blow they revolutionize their habits- Forgetting, in the
confusion of the moment, their everyday interdicts, they feel the
necessity of coming to the help of nature, and co-operating amongst
themselves.
When the Chinese philosophers wished to build up a theory of
love they explained that in springtime the girls were attracted by the
boys, and in autumn the boys by the girls, as though each of them
in turn feeling his nature to be incomplete, was suddenly seized
with the irresistible desire to perfect it Spring was the season of be-
trothals: in old times the initiative came from the girls. Autumn was
the time for setting up house: the wife must come, without delay,
to live at her husband's home. In autumn the husbandmen were
rich in grain, garnered for the winter: but the women, in spring, had
abundance of still more precious riches, stuffs newly woven. At
first the women weavers had the means of attracting the husband-
men; then they, in their turn, had the means of making themselves
agreeable to the weavers* All, alternately, had their charms and
were able to realize their desire.

